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REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS P APERS 
It is the first problem of the microclimatology how to measure the me-
teorological elements in the lowest layer attached to the ground; the meteo・
rological instruments of general use cannot be employed， and sensitive instru-
ments of the smallest capacity with no ventilation devices or no radiation 
shield， are requested. Furthermore， especially to explain the Austausch 
condition， that is considered to be the controlling factor of the microclimato-
logy， it is necessary to aquire a simultaneous and continuous self-record of 
the elements. Hence the author attempted at first to device an apparatus 
suitable for microclimatic observation and a new type of self-re巴orderfitted 
to our purposes was constructed (Takasu， K. 1949). 
The new type self recorder devi巴edby the author consists of small six 
galvanometers of D'Arsonval type with one or two base magnets in common， 
the light source and a drum driven by clockwork: and these are回 tin a por-
table case. Measuring parts of the apparatus consist of copper-constantan ther-
mojunctions for temperature， hot-wire anemome色erafter Albrecht for wind 
velocity， and Gorczinsky's solarimeter for solar radiation. The E. M. F. of 
six elemen ts巴anthus be recorded simultaneously on a sheet of bromide 
paper wound over the drum. 
1n a巴tualobservation， usually the following combination of elements is 
adopted; the air temperature at 150， 50， 20 and 5 cm height， the wind ve・
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l∞ityat 50巴mheight and solar radiation. Thus we get now a continuous and 
simultaneous record of temperatures， wind velocities and solar radiation. 
AS to the air temperature measurment a radiation shield is generally 
used to aboid the radiation error. The use of the shield， however， may affect 
the mi巴roclimaticstate under observation to deviate from the natural ~tate. 
80 the method of removal of radiation error without using shield in the 
measuring portion was巴onsidered，and new type thermojunction for these 
purposes was reported (Takasu， K. 1953a). 
1n addition to the ordinal1y measuring element Jl and J2 (cold element) 
another compensating elements Ja and J4 are employed in the cir巴uit，and 
these compensating elements should be placed very close to ea巴hother， and 
one of them J4 having a small shine cover. Then the compensating jun巴tions
are in the same temperature and only the one Ja re巴eivethe solar radiation， 
and the E. M， F. between them is due to the rise of temperature by solar 
radiation， and this compen鴎 t伺 theE. M. F. introduced by similar solar 
radiation on Jh showing now only the air temperature of the measuring 
portion. 
Thus obtained records e玄pressthe small turbulent 08巴illationof tem-
perature and look suitable for calculation of the Austausch coe伍cient.
The method of finding Austausch coefficient can be devided in two ways; 
i. e. the indirect method， calculating from the variation and distribution of 
mean state， and direct method， dealing with deviation from the mean state 
owing to the turbulent mixing. The latter seems句 bebetter for巴alculating
the Austau8ch coe飽cientduring a巴ertainperiod of time at a巴ertainplace. 
The writer wanted at first t.o ap.ply the Ertel's method， but found some 
doubt in the principle of the method， and decided to make a working method 
suitable for巴alculationof the coefficient from the record he had obtained， by 
improvement of the former method (Tak幽 u，K. 1953b). 
Cωom叫bi凶n凶in昭gE勘r吋te旬ぱ
c(a針宙 8Z)2 
1 with Hesselberg's (1929) relation c = -7 P the author prop偶eda working 
4 
formula followingly ; A-jd三塁，-P(θー/θZ)2 (トヂ)
where 8 is the mean value per 20 sec. and also s isthe mean value of 8 
over 10 min. P is the mean period and is given by (lO X 60>/n se巴 ifn be 
the number of ma玄imumor minimum points of the variation curve of 8-8. 
Then the巴oefficient of eddy transfer巴anbe巴alculatedby using our ob-
served records; this is regard as A，. 
The recorder is not fast enough to be capable of several 伊 intswithin 
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20 sec. and we are ob1iged to assume s-s=Rsin (2πt/ P) with P = 20 sec 
for the variation wi出in20 sec. where R is the mean va1ue over 10 min. of 
the range in 20 sec. interva1s. 
Then we ca1cu1ate the va1ue of A， asdefined by 
A P τ 与す一 -
• - 40 (δS /OZ)2 ( K. =わ
Ifム>A.， then A1 may be regarded as Austausch coefficient. 
Mutua1 action exists between p1ant and the environmenta1 c1imatic e1e-
ments; vegetation suffers from environmenta1 e1ements especially from the 
microc1imate and converse1y the vegetation makes the c1imate change and 
forms the so-called p1ant c1imate. Up to this time， environmeta1 c1imato1ogi-
ca1 fa巴torshave been considered too often on1y from the ang1e of genera1 c1i-
mate， i. e. the macroc1imate， and now the deve10pment of microc1imatological 
method btought the fie1ds of p1ant eco1ogy under reinvestigation. The 
author carried out， on the one hand， the microclimati巴 observationson the 
simp1e surface of various natures， whi巴hcou1d be considered as the founda-
tion of microclimate， and on the other hand， attempもedto reinvestigate the 
p1ant environments from this point of view. 
Beginning of the自tudy，first the re1ation between p1ant temperature 
especially the 1eaf temperature under natura1 condition and the environmen-
ta1 e1ements was studied. Leaf temperature (by thermojunction) and the 
environmenta1 e1ements such as air temperature near the 1eaf，回ilsurface 
temperature， (or water temperature)， solar energy (by Gorczinsky's solari-
meter) and wind v-e1ocity (by hot-wire anemometer) were recorded simu1ta-
neous1y， emp10ying the author's se1f-recorder. 
For ex.amp1e， 1eaf temperature of some a1pine p1ants and of sand-dune 
p1ants， 1eaf temperature of tea-p1ant at the time of frost formation， 1eaf 
temperature in and out of the she1ter at orange orchard， and 1eaf tempera-
ture at the rice-fie1d under the specia1 environment， were reported (Tak脳u，
K. 1953c). 
MICROCLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME SPECIFIED 
SURFACE CONDITIONS 
It may be said that the lowest layer attached to the ground is a rela-
tive1y ca1m zone with small Austausch， and this forms the specia1 features 
of the microc1imato1ogy. Moreover it becomes modified according加 thena-
ture of the ground surfaces. 
Hence it is desirable as a fundamenta1 study of the microc1imato1ogy 
that the investigation may be carried out at first under the simp1est condi・
tion on a smooth flat surface. 80 the writer attempted to start the observa-
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tion on the simp1e specified surface巴onditionssuch as the surface of ice， 
snow， water'and sand or p1ain etc. The reports consisting this fourth part 
of the seri田 werese1ected from the author's observations which had been 
done from these point of view. In every observation， air temperatures by 
thermojunction of severa1 heights， wind ve10cities by hot-wire anemometer 
and solar radiation by Gor巴zinsky'ssolarimeter were re巴ordedon One or two 
sets of the author's se1f-re巴order.The observation was he1d generally on巴e
in every two hours for twenty.four hours， and each recording duration being 
60 min.旬 90min. 
On the reading o[ the records ; 
a) First， from the se1ected well.ordered records for 30 min.， the mean state 
was obtained by taking means of the readings of every 1 min. 
b) The Austausch coefficient w邸巴a1cu1atedfrom the 10 min. reading in 
every 30 min. by the author's method mentioned previous1y. 
巴) Sudden variations or rapid changes in the re巴ordswere ana1ysed with 
due attention. 
Thus， the mi巴roc1imaticcharacteristics of sp悦ifiedsurface conditions 
were dis巴ussed.
1. ON THE SURFACE OF A FROZEN LAKE 
A. Description of the Surveys 
(i) Date : January 31-February 1， 1943， 
P1a巴e : Lake Suwa， Nagano Prefe巴ture，
W ea ther: Generally巴a1mand巴1ear.
(i) Observed point: On the 1ake 200 m from the east shore (cf. Fig. 1) 
Fig. 1. Map 8howing the observation point， marked 
byX. Lake Suwa， Nagano Prefecture. 
Observed e1ements : 
Air temperature， by thermo. 
junctions (500， 200， 100， 50， 
20 and 5巴mheight above 
the surface of the lake)， 
Wind velo巴ity，by hot-wire 
anemometer (150 and 50 
cm height)， 
801ar energy，by Gorczinsky's 
solarimeter 
-Th儲eare recorded on two 
sets of the Takasu's re巴order
(Takasu， 1949). 
Observation: Once in every 
.2 hours， for 24 hours， each 
recording duration being ca. 
70 min. 
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B. AnalysIs of the Records 
1. Record 01 12k 16m - 13k 30m， 31 '"仰.
30 min me組 state: 12h 16m - 12h 46m 
Mean 。Cm/lEgm・ln. WiDd 801. Clp叫場開Beight Mean temp. vel. dir. r畠d.om 。 (m/o) (wal/elDlm) 
5∞ -1.99 0.95 1.3 
-8.21 0.32 (150cml 1∞ 
0.9 NW 1.8-1.5 4/10 Cc 50 -2.14 0.25 (50cm) 
20 -2.61 0.31 
5 -2.12 0.45 
Austausch coefficients : 
12h 2伽 1- 30m 
Height 。 R 3θZ 8 {圃_jj)2 区t Ks cm (OC) (OC) 
5∞ -2.0 0.30 O.30x10-2 0.046 341 250 
1∞ -3.2 0.04 -0.95 ，~ 0.015 11.7 0.5 
50 -2.1 0.06 0.24 ，~ O.∞4 42.7 17 
20 -2.9 0.10 -1.伺 m O.∞9 6.20 2.5 
5 -2.2 0.15 -4.67 " 0.012 0.33 0.3 
13h 15m - 25m 
500 -1.7 0.28 0.15 X10-2 0.138 40ω 848 
1ω -2.3 0.14 -0.23 " 0.084 10ω 94 
50 -2.0 0.12 -0.97 ，~ 0.046 32.7 3.7 
20 -1.6 0.15 -1.33 " 0.046 17.3 3.3 
5 -1.4 0.16 -1.33 " 0.056 21.3 3.7 
Remarks: We can see on the records， the wind velocity suddenly falls at 13h 23m 
correspondingly the air temperature g冊目 up rapidly. The change is m08t remarkable 
a色 5m height and amounts to ca. 2.80C and 10C or so at the lesser height. The 
variation degree 8eems to propagate from the upper to lower layer. Fluctuation in 
temperature is maximum at 5 m and minimum at 50 em， having the minimum at 
height around 50 cm. Vertical temperature distribution is irregular， with the mini-
mum at 1∞cm height. 
2. Record 01 14k 29m - 15k 39m， 31.lt仰.
Height 
・81.
Mean temp. -Mean rang曹
。<;) oC/1m，車
















-2.06 0.18 3.3 
-2.76 0.40 (150cm) 
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0.06 0.15X10-2 0.007 
0.08 -0.23 グ 0.006 
0.10 -0.14 " 0.022 
0.10 1.50 '; 0.012 
0.08 2.67 " 0.007 
0.14 0.13X10-Z 0.018 
0.21 0.07 " 0.023 
0.25 0.17 '; 0.036 
0.25 2.50 " 0.036 













Remarks: The second minimum appears at 100 cm on the temperatnre・heightdia-
grams， while primary minimum at 5 cm. 
3. Record o[ Oh 08m - lh 25m， 1 Feb. (cf. Plate 1) 
30 min. mean state : 
Oh 30m - 1h OOm 
Height Mean temp. Mean range Wind vel. dir. cm 。C 。C/lmin. (m/8) 
Cloudiness 
500 -5.07 0.66 0.9 
100 5.4! 1.50 (150cm) NW 10/10 Cs 
20 -8.30 2.51 0.8 (50巴m)
5 -10.01 2.00 
Austausch coefficients : 
Oh 25m 35m 
Height 自 R θ。 (8一五)2cm (OC) (OC) θz Kl Ks 
500 4.4 0.24 0.27 
100 -4.4 0.35 1.63 X 10-2 0.68 170 11.6 
20 7.0 0.80 8.96 " 1.!6 15.4 2.0 
5 9.2 0.96 14.67 砂 1. 70 5.3 1.2 
1h 10m - 20m 
500 -5.6 0.44 0.43x10-Z 0.20 708.!! 262.2 
100 -7.3 0.80 1.53 グ 1.07 304.8 68.3 
20 -9.4 0.82 5.65 グ 1.80 37.7 5.3 
5 -10.7 1.13 8.67 グ 2.09 18・5 5.7 
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Plate 1. Records of air temperatures and wind velocities on the frOZell surface of 
Lake Suwa. (Oh 10m - 1h 20m， Feb. 1， 1943) 
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Remarks: 
i) Rapid change of Oh 36m - 39m 
Wind velocityー
(Height) m/I min. m/o min. m/o min. 
150 cm : 1.0 (35.8)ー→ 0.4(37.5)ー→ 2.0(38.6) 
50 cm: 0.7 (35.7)ー→ 0.1(37.6)ー→1.8 (38.7) 
Temperature -
(Height) 。C min. 。C min. 。c min. 
5 cm -8.4 (37.5)ー→←12.6(38.4)ー → -8.3(39.0) 
20 ~m -6.2 (37.3)ー→ー11.6(38.3)ー→ -7.5(38.9) 
100 cm -4.3 (38.0)ー→-8.5 (38.4)ー → -6.4(38.7) 
500 cm -4.2 (38.3)ー→-7.1 (38.5).ー-5.0 (39.0) 
29 
a) The change in temperature is greateot at 20 cm and amounts to 6.40C; while 
it is '.20C at 5 cm height; 4.20C at 100 cm height; and 2.90C at 500 cm height. 
b) The minimum temperatureo appear almost simultaneouoly in every layer (38.3-
38.5 min)， about 1 min after the minimum wi且dvelocity (37.5-37.6 min). 
c) The rapid fall of temperature alwayo follows the change in wind velocity (at 35.8 
min)， starting from the height of 20 cm after 1. 5 min. (i. e. at 37.3 min) followed by 5 
cm after 0.2 min (i. e. at 37.5 min)， then 100 cm by 0.5 min， and finally 500 cm by 0.3 
min (i. e. at 38.3 min). The change propagates relatively rapidly from 100 to 500 cm._ 
i) With V-shaped rapid change in wind velocity at the height of 150 and 50 cm ap明
pearing at Oh 18.3m no variation of air temperature can be seen. 
ii) The sudden falls of air temperature appear at Oh 20.5m at the height of 1∞cm， 
50 cm and 20 cm， only gradual lowering being registered at 5 cm. 
iv} The clear V-shaped variation in wind velocity is shown at 50 cm height at Oh 24m， 
which appears one min after at 150 cm. Th由 temperaturefalls rapidly at 20 cm height 
by 3.80， 30C at 100 cm and 1.20C at 5 cm. But at 5∞cm temperature falls only after 
20 sec by 1.50C. 
v) At Oh 45.5m the temperature suddenly rises at 5 cm from -10.80C to - 6.00C i.e. 
by '.80C. The variation amounts to 4.60C at 20 cm height， 3.50C at 1則)cm height， and 
then at 5∞cm height the V-shape is tr阻 sformedinto a wave shape of 1.60C range. 
Unqu伺tionablyth朗 ecorresponding changes must be of controlling fac-
tors to explain the cooling processes of the microclimatic layers， however the 
actual mechanism is not quite understood yet. 
4. Record of 2h 12m - 3h 37m， 1 F'eb. 
30 mio mean state : 2h 12m - 42m 
貰eight Mean temp. Mean range Wind vel. cm 。C 。C/1min 
(町18)
Cloudiness 
5ω - 6.05 0.61 0.6 
100 - 8.70 1.40 (150cm) 
50 - 8.97 1.54 0.3 (50cm) 
。/10
20 -10.62 2.38 
5 一13.39 2.07 
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Austausch c伺 fficients: 
2h 25m - 35m 
Height 。 R θ。z (圏一面)2cm (OC) (OC) KI K酎
500 - 6.4 0.37 0.6XI0-2 0.216 360 95.0 
1似} - 8.8 0.41 0.6 Q 0.538 895 117.0 
50 - 9.1 0.78 2.47 ' . 0.790 77.7 24.9 
20 -10.4 0.67 10.5 ' . 1.409 7.67 1.02 
5 -12.9 1.16 16.67 ' . 0.747 1.61 1.21 
3h 2伽n-3伽n .
500 - 6.5 0.06 0.58Xl0-2 0.023 47.0 2.70 
100 - 8.8 0.43 0.59 ' . 0.564 1090. 134. 
50 - 9.1 0.69 3.97 ' . 0.447 19.0 7.58 
20 -11.3 1.04 11.67 ' . 1.147 5.62 1.98 
5 -13.7 1.02 16.00 Q 0.970 2.52 1.01 
Remarks: The correoponding changes between the air temperature and the wind. ve・
10city at 2h 25m - 30m indicate that; (cf. Fig. 2) 
2h 








i) At 25 - 26 min， the wind ve10city drop圃on1yat 
50 cm， and consequently the rapid fall in t耳mperature




150 cm : 0.7 m/阻
50 '. : 0.1 ' . 
Temperatureー
(Height) 
500 cm : No rapid change 
200 Q :。
。C min oC min oC min 
1∞cm : -7.9 (25.3)→-9.6 (25.4)→-8.0 (25.6) 
50 N : -7.7 (25.3)-+-10.7 (25.6)→-9.5 (25.8) 
20 Q I No rapid change 
5 ，..: Q 
50c.... W.叫 4 i) At 26-27 min， sudden rise of wind ve10city accom・
νeL. panies tbe fall in 500 cm and 200 cm， and the rise 
be10w 100 cm in temperature. 
Wind ve10eityー
(Height) 
150 cm : 0.3m/o (26.3min)-+ 1m/1自 (26.7min) 
20c問 T.叫 p. 50伊:0.3 '. (26.0伊 )-+0.8Q (27.0 '. ) 
Temperature -
!rcmτ(Height) oC min oC min oC min 
Fig. 2. The eorresI回ndingchan-
ges between the air temperature 
and the wind ve10city at 2h 25m 
-30皿， Feb. 1， Lake Suwa. 
500 cm :←5.8 (26.6)-+-6.5 (26.7)-+ -7.7 (27.0) 
200 ' . : At 26.7 min the rise of wind ve10city 
coincide with the fall in temperature. 
(Owing to the disorder of the ga1vano・
meter at this height， accurate reading 
is not obtained， 'but the variation is 
quite elear.) 
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100 em : -12.50C (26.3 min)ー →-9.30C (26.8 min) 
50" : -12.3 (26.4 11 )-・-9.3 (26.9") 
20" : -12.8 (26.7，，)-・ -11.4 (26.9，，) 
5" : ー14.0 (26.6，，)ー 'ー 一12.3 (27.0 11 ) 
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ii) At 27-28 min， owingωthe drop of wind velocity the rapid fal of temperature 
io oeen in the layer below 1∞om， with no change at 2∞em and only indiotinet ehange 
at 5∞cm. 
Wind veloeityー
150 em: 1 m/o (26.7 min)ー.. 0.2 m/目(28.0mm) 
50 : 0.8" (27.0 市 〉ーーー 0.1 " (27.8 " ) 
Temperatureー
1∞cm: -9.00C (27.5 min)ー→ -11.20C(27.7 min) 
50 : -8.7 (27.4，，)ー ・ー -11.7 (27.8，，) 
20 : -10.0 (27.4，，)ー ーー -12.4 (27.7 11 ) 
5 : -10.9 (27.4，，)ー ・+ ー14.0 (27.8，，) 
iv) Inorea田。fwind velocity between 28 -29 min eau回8the fal of temperature 
at 5∞cm and 200 cm height. 
As shown above， on the surface of frozen lake at night， the apparent 
fluctuations seen on the temperature re巴ordsare remarkable though the tem-
perature condition is considered to be stable. The chief reason of the strong 
fluctuation is a large temperature lapse-rate which caus四 quitea change in 
temperature in r偲戸ctivelayers when mixing takes place by a slight伺 tflow 
of wind. In some伺巴倒ions，we find the sudden temperature fall on the re・
巴ordof upper layer， while sudden rise on the bottom lByers. This fact 
may indicate the existence of the mixing proc伺sabove mentioned. 
5. Record 01 4k 30m - 5k 44m， 1 Feb. 
30 min m回 nstate : 5h 01m - 31m 
Heip.t JIeaA泊~・ 事窃z官E
曹置
-ぷ， cl側面1m.・-ー "c aa' 5ω -8.36 0.28 0.4 
1∞ -12.17 1.28 (150 CDl) 0/10 
20 -15.03 0.96 0.3 (50 cm) 
5 -16.44 0.80 
Austausch coefficient : 4h 35m - 45m 
Height 。 R 否@骨E (o一日量 KI K. cm (OC) (OC) 
5∞ -8.4 0.04 0.50Xl0-2 0.09 231 1.6 
1ω -10.4 0.31 2.25 " 0.47 62.3 4.75 
20 -13.6 0.72 9.35 " 0.74 5.63 1.49 
5 -15.8 0.64 14.7 " 0.80 2.48 0.5 
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Remarks: Rapid temperature change 
of 4h 57 m (cf. Fig. 3). Oorresponding to 
the rapid fall of 5.600 (-10.8→-16.400) 
at 20 cm， the change of 5...80C appears in 
every layer except in 5 cm，曹herethe tem-
perature go何 downgradually from -1600ω 
-1700. The record of wind velocity， on the 
other hand， shows that after the gust at 55 
min the air flow decreaoeo gradually and be-
comeo calm at 58 min. Thio rapid variatioD 
of temperature io produced by the turbulent 
mi:dng cau酷 dby the guot of wind， and at 
20 cm height after the rapid rioe of about 
300， the otratification takeo place within 
the calm air， and the vertical temperature 
diotri bution returno to the initial otate. 
150， w..;'~d. However the lowest layer is not subject to 
"41' 
50c"， W.・叫
the mixing proceso. 
Fig. 3. Rapid temperature change at 
4h 57m， Feb. 1， Lake Suwa. 
6. Record 01 6h 04m - 7h 14m， 1 Feb. 
3o min mean state : 6h 12 m - 42m 









- 9.03 0.40 0.4 
-10.71 1.19 (150 cm) 




(Haze appeared at E coast) 
Austausch coefficients : 6h 10m - 2伽n
Height 骨 R 。θz (oー 百戸 Kl K. cm (00) (00) 
5∞ - 9.4 0.24 0.29Xl0-2 0.12 787. 173 
50 -10.7 0.47 9.15 ~ 0.36 2.3 0.7 
20 -16.1 0.39 12.34 ~ 0.59 2.1 0.2 
5 -17.1 0.30 6.67 ~ 0.12 1.5 0.5 
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7. Record 01 12k 40m - 13k 55m， 1 Feb. 
30 min mean state : 13h 20m - 50m 
seight Mean temp. Me『Ganjlraanm p 
Wind 801. CIoud-vel. dir. rad. . ，(}O 加J・} {霊竺!L唖mJm) lne. 
5∞ -0.72 0.30 2.6 
1∞ -1.64 0.50 (150 cm) 
50 -1.63 0.31 1.9 NE 1.4 1/10 Cu (50 cm) 
20 -1.76 0.21 
5 -1.97 0.21 
Austausch coefficients : 
12h 45m - 55m 
Height 自 R 。88z (8一面i)2 Kl Ks cm (OC) (OC) 
5∞ 一0.9 0.05 0.28X10-2 0.013 162 8.9 
1∞ -2.0 0.06 O.∞8 
50 -1.4 0.12 0.050 
20 -2.1 0.08 1.84 " 0.028 7.77 0.4且
5 -9.3 0.06 1.34 " 0.025 13.1 0.50 
13h 4仇n-5伽n
5∞ -0.8 0.12 0.18X10-2 0.061 1590 81. 7 
1∞ -1.5 0.15 0.29 " 0.111 1710 48.1 
50 -1.7 0.14 0.54 " 0.081 227 8.74 
20 -1.9 0.09 0.34 " 0.037 264 22.3 
5 -1.9 0.09 0.017 
Remarks: The curves on this record have relatively minor fluctuation and are sui-
table for measuring the coefficient. But when the values of the coefficient taken at two 
selected time intervals are compared the order of the one measured 1ast is increased by 10 
times. The wind velocity increases from 1.8 m/o to 2.5 m/o and this is the rea回nwby 
the coefficient is not the same in both time intervals. 
8. Record 01 14k 25m - 15k 40m， 1 Feb. 
30 min mean state : 15h 09m - 39m 
Wind Bo1. seight Mean temp. Mean l'8nge 
@也 。G 。C/lmin ve1. dir. rad. CIoud-{mJ，i 匂.，.U舷凶圏直) 除制隣
5ω -0.76 0.55 3.6 
1似} -2.25 0.45 (150 cm) 
50 -2.54 0.62 3.3 sw 0.9-0.6 1/10 Cc (50 cm) 
20 -2.64 0.62 
5 -3.20 0.45 
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Feb. Record 01 16k 23m 1ー7k33m， 1 9. 








OC/l min (MD 
0.95 2.3 
(150 cm) 0.80 













Austausch coefficients : 
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1 Peb. Record 01 1Bk OOm - 19k 15m， '10. 





































































































Record 01 19k 50m - 21k 05m， 1 Peb. 11. 

































19h 55m - 20h 05m 
θo 





















































































































3Omin mean state : 21h 59m - 22h 29m 



























Austausch coefficients : 


























































































Microclimatic Characteristics on the Frozen Lake 
The case of microclimate on the surface of frozen lake is.one of the 
fundamental example of the simple surface condition with extraordinarily 
C. 
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stable stratification， owing to the predomination of the temperature inver-
sion. The results of observation are summarized as follows ; 
The vertical distribution of the temperature and degree of旬mperature
fluctuation of mean state during 30 min are shown in ]'ig. 4 and Table 1 



















:14見~l-Fe.". l 194-3 LIlIc. SυWA 
1 12h16，"， Do.ytype 
2 151.08，"，・
3 01.30"， T!;.8ItUlpc (川
4 21.12"， . 
5 5 h. 01"， ・
6 61¥12"， . 
7 13 h :20"， .D&:y t ype 
8 151.09"， ・
9 111¥00"， Tr.同sit.t 
10 1&1¥20.. 1(4.It.Uype (/) 
It 201l35"， ・ 
12 2b.5Tl ・
-18'・c 1ー6. -140 -12.  -10. . -6 . -8 
Fig. 4. The vertical distribution of the temperature of 30 mio. mean states on a 




Temperature range Wind vel. 
Time 。C Remarks 
6∞cm 1∞cm 600m 200m 50m 160em 
12h 16m - 46m 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.3 Day-type 
15h 08m - 38m 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 3.3 。
Oh 30m - 1h OOm 0.7 1.6 2.5 2.0 0.9 Night-type (ii) 
2b 12m - 42m 0.6 1.4 1.6 2.4 2.1 0.6 ' 
6b 01m - 31m 0.3 1.3 1.0 0.8 0.4 ' 
6h 12m - 42m 0.4 1.2 1.0 0.6 0.4 ' 
13b 20m - 50m 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 2.6 Day-type 
15h 09m - 39m 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 3.6 伊
17h伺m- 30m 1.0 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.3 Traneition-type 
18h 20m - 60m 0.8 0.9 1.6 2.1 0.8 Night-type (i) 
20h 35m - 21h 06m 0.4 1.6 2.1 2.2 2.5 1.5 静
21h 69m - 22h 29m 0.3 1.1 1.6 1.0 1.1 1.4 世
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respectively. The tempera加re・heightcurves may be classified in following 
ty戸s;
i) Day type : (1， 2， 7， 8 and 9) 
On the frozen lake， day type temperature-height curve does not develop 
to the typical“Einstrahlungs-typus" but barely reaches加 isothermalform 
dissolving the strong inversion at the lowest layer by some warming process 
such邸 advectionfrom heated surrounding land area or direct heating from 
frozen lake surface. 
i) Night-type are classified into two type目白 follow自;
a) Early night type: (10， 11 and 12) 
This type appear8 in the evening as late as 22 h and cooling commenc朗
from the lower layer and e玄tendsto the upper gradually and moderate in-
Ver810n oceurs. 
b) Late night type: (3， 4， 5 and 6) 
The eooling extends eonsiderably and the temperature of the lower lay-
er becomes 位 traordinarilylow; a striking stable stratification is formed 
under 20 em， from 22 h旬 earlymorning. 
In the case of the frozen lake the apparent variability of the tempera-
ture fluctuation seems句 begoverned rather by the prevailing lapse rate of 
t.emperature but not by the intensity of turbulence which is sup戸別d旬加
the origin of the fluctuation， and this can be recognized from the fact that 
the apparent variability is smaller in daytime when the inversion is weak while 
the turbulence is stronger. It is worth noticing that the greater variability 
of the temperature fluctuation does not always mean the stronger turbulence. 
Since in our case K，)> K" we may take K， asthe Austausch eωfficient 
and these valu倒 arelisted in Table 2. Though considerable disagreement is 
noticable， the general trend can be seen. 
i) It is evident that K，自eems旬 in巴reasealong with the height and in 
the 5 cm layer the value is generally less than 10 (C. G. S)， but in the 500 
cm layer the value les自 200is rather rare. 
i) The coefficient increases with wind velocity (ref. 7). 
ii) During the night when the strong inversion is prevailed， the coeffi-
cient is very small espeeially in the lowest layer. 
11. ON THE SNOW SURFACE IN SPRING 
A. Description of the Surveys 
Date : 27 - 30 April， 1942 
Place: Middle of the slope of Mも. Shirouma ca. 1800 m above sea-level 
(North Japanese Alps) (cf. Fig. 5) 
Observed elements : 
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TABLE 2 
Value of KI (AI =pKI) C.G.S. 
W1岨 ... 














12h 341 11. 7 42.7 
13 32.7 
14 630 2720 750 
15 212 79.3 733 。 170 
1 708 ぬ4
2 360 895 77.7 
3 47 1090 19.0 
4 231 62.3 
6 787 2.3 
12 162 
13 1590 1710 227 
15 467 205 . 163 
16 509 168 77.2 
17 458 626 84.4 
17 269 19.4 1858 
18 1230 320 
18 240 17.2 
19 1338 584 66.5 
20 ω4 483 
21 488 205 47.8 
21 298 38.0 20.7 
22 131 370 38.2 
Fig. 5. Map showing the observation point， 
marked by x. Middle of the slope of Mt. 
























0.33 1.5 0.8 
21.3 1.7 1.3 
0.78 
0.60 4..0 3.5 
5.3 1.3 1.0 
18.5 0.6 0.5 
1.61 0.5 0.3 
2.52 0.7 0.5 
2.48 1.0 0.7 
1.5 0.7 0.6 
13.1 1.8 1.3 
2.5 1.8 
3.耳6 3.0 2.8 
4.0 2.3 2.0 
1.0 2.8 2.5 
0.3 2.0 1.8 
8.50 0.8 0.5 
0.35 1.1 0.7 
6.95 1.5 1.0 
15.5 1.2 0.8 
1.33 1.8 1.0 
0.66 0.4 0.3 
4.60 0.7 0.6 
Air 旬mperatureby thermo. 
junctions; 
(4 heights are selected from 
150， 50， 20， 10， 5， 1 and 0 
cm above snow surface) 
Wind velocity by hot-wire 
anemometer; 
(50 cm height) 
Solar energy by Gorczinsky's 
Solarimeter. 
-ーThese are recorded on 
one set of Takasu's self-
re似>rder.
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B. Analysis 01' the Records 
1. 30 min mean state ; 14h 48mー 15h17m， z7 April 
HeigM m。mcp.hn。ece-L.R." Wind 801. vel. dir. rad. _Am twω t，必J個 8・3
150 14.8 2.7 - 70 
50 14.1 3.7 - 150 1.4 SW 1.2 
10 13.5 4.8 -16∞ 
1 12.1 5.2 
'‘ * Range: (Max. - Min.) 
特 LapoeRate: (←伊/θz)in oC/1伺 m
2. 30 min mean state ; 14h 1伽n-3街n，z7 April 
貨曹を冨'ht Te0mC p. ‘マ L.R. Wind 801. vel. dir. rad. a 匂国‘ 恒J・} (1崎1/emlm)-・ 4 u 
150 15.6 3.7 - 83 
ω 14.8 5.4 - 260 1.7 NW-+S 1.6 
10 .14.0 5.9 -11ω 
1 11.7 7.6 


























50 14.3 3.0 - 650 1.0 0.8 7/10 
10 11.7 4.0 Cc， Cs 
Dif. of 2.0 3.8 -1似JOO2-0 cm 
Remarks : Temperature difference between 0 - 2 cm becomes almost zero when wind 
blows， and grows larger wben it Rubsides to maximum value of 60C. 
Wind vel. 
Temp. diff. 
2 - 0 cm 
Wind vel. 
Temp. diff. 
0- 2 cm 
16b 12 m一一歩 12.2m -→ 12.5 m 
0.3m/昌一→ 1.8 m/o - 0.4 m/o 
2.0 oC ---'1・ 。OC ー→ 3.8 oC 
37 m ー→ 37.3rn -ー 37.5rn 
0.7 rn/o _ー + 0.1 m/sー→ 0.7皿/s
2.0 00 -ー+ 6.0 oC 一一惨 1.9 00 
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4. 却 minmean states : 
9h 1仇n- 39m， 29 April (cf. Takasu， 1949， Fig.2 (b) p.73勺
Height Teamc p. R-oac ge 
cm 
150 3.7 0.9 
50 3.6 0.9 
20 3.6 1.3 
1 2.8 1.4 
9h 4伽 Eー 10h仰m
150 5.7 2.1 
50 5.5 2.0 
20 5.4 2.2 
1 4.5 2.3 
， ， 
















Remarks: The vBriBbility of temperature fluctuBtion ShOW8 remBrkable difference be-
tween before and after the time of 9h 41m. * AS there a開 nogreBt differenc四 inthe meBn 
wind velocitieo or solar radiatioJUl. this chBnge can be considered as due ωal ternation of 
the wind目tructurefrom steBdy current flowing down the smooth snow surfBce to thc generBl 
wind of relBtively .trong disturbances. But the曲目巴lusiveevidenee is stil lBcking. 
5. 10 min mean states : 
10h 42m - 51m， 29 April、
Height Te。mcp. Ra。Ec官官 L.R. Wind vel. cm (m/o) 
150 6.9 2.5 - 20 
ω 6.7 3.0 
20 6.9 1.9 + 67 
Diff.of 
5-1em 0.4 2.0 -1'似)()
llh∞m - 09m 
150 8.3 2.8 - 1ω 
50 7.3 3.4 
20 7.0 3.6 - 1∞ 1.5 
Diff. of 
10-1cm 0.6 3.0 - 666 
llh 41m - 50m 
150 7.6 2.9 - 40 
50 7.1 3.3 
10 7.0 3.4 - 25 1.7 
Difιof 
2O-1cm 0.2 3.0 - 105 
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6. 30 min m回 nstates ; 
12h 3伽 1- 59m， 29 April (cf. Takasu， 1949 Fig.3 p.73.) 
Height Te。mcp. Ra。ncge L.R. Wind vel. dir. 801. rad. Cloudiness cm (m/s) (gcal/cm2m) 
150 7.9 2.5 - 29 
50 7.6 2.7 - 130 9/10 
20 7.2 2.7 0.8 8SW 1.5 Co， Cu -480 
1 6.3 2.9 
13h 05m - 34m 
150 7.8 2.7 - 18 
50 7.6 2.7 + 10 8/10 
10 7.7 2.9 0.9 88W 1.5 Ci， Cu -1680 
1 6.2 2.8 
Coefficients of eddy transfer ; 13h伺m - 15m， 29 April 
(Wind vel. max. 1.9m/s 9/10 Ci， Cs) 
Height 日 R Ea E cm (OC) (OC) (1一面)1 Kl K. 
150 7.48 1.0 0.18X10-2 0.20 38ω 7740 
50 7.30 1.2 0.27 
10 7.31 1.6 0.58 # 0.34 608 1910 
1 6.21 1.8 0.37 158 575 
7. 10 min m回 nstates ; 
14h 23m - 32m， 29 April 
Height Te。mcp. Ra。ncg- L.R. Wind vel. 801. r&d. Clouuiness cm (m/畠) (gcal/cm2m) 
150 5.6 。、3 一 69 
5 4.6 0.9 0.6 0.4 10;10 - 1250 cu 1 4.1 1.1 -12以)()。 2.9 0.7 
14h 52m -15h 01m 
150 5.1 0.5 97 
5 3.7 1.4 10/10 
1 3.3 1.7 - 1似)() 0.5 0.2 cu 
Diff. of 
155-145c皿 0.4 1.1 
15h 11m - 2仇n
150 5.3 0.6 - 104 
5 3.8 1.7 10;10 
1 3.4 2.1 - 1帥O 0.4 0.3 Cu 
Diff. of 
65-45cm 0.7 1.2 
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C僧 fficientsof eddy transfer ; 14h 23 m -32m， 29 Apri1 
(Calm， wind vel. under 0.9 m/s 10/10 Cu) 
Height 。 R 
伊θz (・ー面)2 Kl K. em (OC) (OC) 
150 5.56 0.34 0.69X1Q-2 0.06 1∞ 60.4 
5 4.56 0.91 6.4 8 0.14 2.74 5.06 
1 4.08 1.09 12.0 ~ 0.15 0.83 2.07 
8. 30 min mean state ; 15h 41m - 16h 1臼n，29 Apri1 
Height Te。mcp. Ra。ncg唱 L.R. Wind ve1. 801. rad. Cloudine闘
em (m/o) (gcal/em2m) 
150 5.3 0.6 83 
5 4.1 1.5 - 425 0.4 eal皿 0.3 7/10 
1 3.9 1.9 -138ω Cu， Ci 。 2.6 1.3 
C慣行icientsof eddy transfer ; 16h 32m - 41m， 29 Apri1 































































Ci. cu 0.5 N→w 
10. 30 min mean state ; 22h 3臼n- 59m， 29 Apri1 
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C伺 fficientsof eddy transfer ; 23h 13m - 22m， 29 April 
(Wind vel. max. 2.0 m/s 1/10 Cu) 
。 R 
つθn「8z 。C/em (8一面戸 Kl (OC) (OC) 
1.66 0.77 0.59X10-2 0.08 153 
1.07 1.02 0.97 ~， 0.21 149 
0.53 1.21 3.57 世 0.14 7.3 
0.01 0.78 5.78 世 0.09 2.0 






Height Temp. Range L.R. Wind vel. dir. Cloudiness cm 。c 。c (m/8) 
150 1.5 1.9 - 150 
5 -0.6 1.7 - 1050 
1 -1.0 1.0 1.0 N 0/10 -11000 。 -2.1 1.2 
10 min mean state ; 
Oh 15m - 24m， 30 April 
宜eight Temp. 吋ー L.R. Wind vel. dir. Cloudiness 
電彊‘ C. t~ 
150 1.0 1.3 - 80 
50 0.2 1.8 -240 2.2 N 0/10 
1 -1.0 1.6 
Diff. of 0.2 0.4 -200 155 - 145 cm 
Oh 32m - 41m， 
150 0.8 1.7 - 84 
50 -0.1 2.2 -280 
1 -1.4 2.1 1.4 N 0/10 
Diff. of 0.5 0.9 -5∞ 55 - 45 cm 
Oh 46m - 55m， 
150 1.4 1.4 - 96 
10 0.0 1.5 -490 
1 -0.4 1.6 2.6 N 0/10 
Diff. of 0.3 0.7 -3ω 20 - 10 cm 
12. 30 min mean state ; 8h 15m - 44m， 30 April 
Height T-0mG p. RaonG ge L.R. 
WiDci 801. ClOlld-vel. rad . . (m/I・} 駒山由} 住型車
150 6.8 1.5 十 11
5 6.9 2.6 -2725 1.0 1.4 4/10 
1 5.8 2.3 -93ω Ci 。 4.9 1.7 
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13. 10 min mean states ; (cf. Plate 2. A) 
lOh 24m - 33m， 30 April 
宜eight Te。mcp. Ra。ncge L. R. Wind Sol. Cloud-vel. dir. rad. cm (m/・} (gcal/cm1m) lne88 
150 8.1 2.8 - 40 
50 7.7 2.5 - 75 
10 7.4 2.8 1.1 S 1.4 Oi 
Diff. of 一0.5 2.5 +500 55 - 45 cm 
10h 36m - 45m， 
150 8.2 2.3 - 50 
50 7.7 2.2 - 50 
10 7.5 2.6 0.9 
S' 1.3 8/10 
Oi 
Diff. of 一0.3 2.5 +158 20 - 10 cm 
lOh 47m - 56m， 
150 8.9 2.7 - 80 
50 8.1 3.1 - 50 
10 7.9 3.4 0.8 s 1.5 8/10 ci 
Diff. of -0.1 3.2 +1∞ 155 - 145 cm 
lOh 59mー llh08m. 
150 8.6 2.6 - 90 
50 7.7 2.5 0.0 
10 7.7 3.0 1.4 S 1.6 8/10 Oi 
Diff. of -0.6 2.7 +666 10 - 1 cm 
Remarks: i) The lapse rate calculated from the vertical dil'tribution of meall tem. 
peratures did not coincide with the mean value obtaineu from the temperature difference 
recorded directly. Especially in this case the sign is opposite. 
i) For 10h 47.3 m→47.7 m， the temperature difference between 155 - 145 cm goes 
up ca. 2.500. Corresponding with t.his variation the tempetaturc at 150巴msuddenly rises 
from 7.800 to 9.500 ; 50 cm， 6.300→8.600; 10 cm， 5.600→ 8.600. 1n th is case the 
wind velocity drops from 1ω0.3 m/s. 
Similar relation is seen in the rapid change in 10h 49m - 50m. Namely : 
Duration 49min →ー 49.2 -ー-l・ 49.5 →ー 49.6min 
155 - 145 cm Temp.diff. -0.60 一歩 +2.20 一惨 (00) 一歩 3.20 一歩 0.50 
150 cm temp 7.3 一歩
50 " 7.3 一一+
10 " 7.4 一，





一一歩 10.7 一一.. 8.8 
一参 (8.7)一一.. 7.4 一歩 8.6 
一歩 (8.0)一歩 6.6 一一.. 8.0 
0.0 -ー-l・ 0.2 m/s 
The state of 49.2 min shows that the temperature differences at 150 -50 cm amounts 
ω2.000/1∞cm， whereas the direct recording difference gives 2.20/10 cm i. e. 2200/100cm. 



















Plate 2. Record of air temperatures， wind velocity and solar radiation. 
A. On the snow surface， Mt. Shirouma. (10h 24mー llh10m， April 30， 1942) 
B. On the 8and-dune， Karo， Tottori City. (15h 31mー 16h15m， Aug. 3， 1943) 
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thi8 large temperature lapse rate may be looa11y appeared only near the height of 150cm. 
iii} But in tbe case of tbe change at 10b 25.8 m， tbe 8udden fall of 20C appearing 
in 55 - 45 cm a開田npanie8tbe 8imi1ar lowerill官of20C at 150 em o 1.80C at 50 cm ; 
1. 8Q() at 10 C'!D阻d曹indveloeity 4ropo from 0.5 to 0.3 11/8. 
T.hen agaIl the阻 ddenfall in 55-45 cm temperature differenee &t 10h ao.8 m bring事
drop of about 0.70C at 150 cm ternperature wherea8 in 50 crn temperature ri8e of 1.50C 
and 10 cm 2.00C. 
1n the e&se of 10h 3S.Sm， sndden rI8e of 2.0OC accampanil!8 the drop of wind vel凹 ity
to ¥)elow 0.5 D/lo temperatu:roe ri開園 of2.0OC at 150 cm也eight，t.()OC at 50 ~m， al岨1.50C
at 10 cm. 
iv} Tbe sudden ehange in 20 - 10 cm temperature difference aecompanies following 
ehanges : 
Durati侃 10h3im .ー.. 36.3 .ー.. 36.4 .ー.. 36.6min 
20 -10 cm temp. diff. -0.80 .ー-2.50 +ーー 1.0。ー...-2.1。
150 cm temp. 7.0。ー → 8.0。ー → 7.60 .ー 8.30 




0.7 m/8ー. 1.0 
ーー 惨ー 9.3。
ーー 惨ー 0.2 m/圃
Another sudden fall of 1.70C at 10h 37.8 mωrrespond8 to the temperature fall of 
1.lOC at 150 cm and temperature ri8e of 0.80C at the beight of 50 cm and 10 cm， and 
flr tbe oudden ri田 of2.0OC at 10b 40.3 m， the sudden riB四 of2. 2"'C at 150 cm height， 
2.0"C &tωCDl， 1. 70C at 10 <cI8.， are obl輯rved.
v) TAe 8udde且ぬ岨geinぬetel1lperatare difference between 10 - 1 cm may be ex. 
amined next. The rapid fall of 3.0oC appears at llb 04.6 m and the eorresponding cbange 
does not appear in 10 cm temperature and at 50 cm it ri舵B，and falls at 150 cm but 
iligltly. 
C. Mieroolimatic Cllaracteristics 
i) Vertical distributions of 30 min mean旬mperatureare shown国
Fig. 6. The lapse rate of temperature at the bottom surface is always nega-
tive throughout the day and night， and proves that the snow surface acts 
ern 11 10 95 8 4 12 76 32 1 150'---_ - 島内一一-.一一ー
14h 10m 2 rh.ll'lO 
2 48rn s 
3 16h12"， 7 
‘ー
91¥10，"， 29'''tO 
5 40"， 10 
6 12h3O'" 9 
7 13hO'"， 8 
8 151¥41"， 7 
50 _J_;. A I 1 9 17h30"， 9 
】o .22h30m 1 
1 23h4bn 。
201 J 'ー J! I I .J ¥ 12 8h15mJO
c"4 
Fi<. 6. Vertieal di戚ributioDSof 30 rnin. mean temper&ture on the snolV 81lrfaee. 
(April 27， 29 andω. 1942， Mt. Shirouma) 
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always a.s the cooling source. The air layer directly-above the snow surface 
does not ma.inta.in the constant temperature of 000， a.t night it goes down 
below 000 a.nd in daytime sometimes goes up to 2.00 O. (The temperature on 
the snow surface is a.lso measured， owing to the lack in accura.cy， however， 
the result will not be cited here.) 
Then the problem arises， what ma.y the real ca.use of temperature rise 
in daytime be. Either advection of the warm air from non-snow surface 
around， or absorption of solar energy reflected by snow surface may be ex-
P舵旬d.
i) As being cooled from below， the air la.yer ought旬 bestabilized. 
However， the strong tempera.ture fluctua.tion shows tha.t considera.ble eddy 
mixing may e玄ist.Genera.lly the coefficient of eddy tra.nsfer is grea.t in da.y-
time a.nd sma.l a.t night a.nd a.lso is grea.t when the wind velocity increa.s倒，
sma.l when it decrea.ses. KI a.nd K. are in compa.ra.ble order， a.nd in usua.l 
stable la.yer it may be rega.rded tha.t K， must be rema.rka.bly sma.l. Here， in
contra.diction to e玄pectation，K. is considera.bly powerful not only in the 
da.ytime but a.lso a.t night. It ma.y be supposed tha.t the effect of a.dvection is 
larger tha.n tha.t of ra.dia.tion. And the fa.ct tha.t both va.lues of KI a.nd K. 
decrea.se towa.rds the snow surfa.ce proves tha.t the sta.biliziug proc倒sdue旬
cooling effect of the snow surfa.ce may be working too. 
ii) The la.pse ra.tes of the a.djacent la.yer over snow surfa.ce are a.l re-
ma.rka.bly grea.t， both in the da.ytime a.nd when strong wind blows. The re-
la.tion between la.pse ra.te a.nd va.ria.bility of tempera.ture fluctua.tion is indi-
ca.ted in Fig. 7. The la.pse rate in巴rea.seswith tempera.ture ra.nges， under 
20 cm height there seems to exist a. linea.r rela.tionship between them， but 
the decision stil awa.its a conclusive proof. Mean la.pse ra.tes over the obser-
vations are shown in Ta.ble 3. 
TABLE 3 
Mean lapse rate in OCjl∞m 
Height (em) Max. Min. 
0- 1 10600 (138ω 81ω 〉
1 - 5 1400 ( 2730 430 ) 
1 - 10 1200 ( 1680 490 ) 
1 - 20 510 ( 1140 170 ) 
10 - 50 210 ( 650 30 ) 
20 - 50 100 ( 150 30 ) 
50 -160 45 ( 84 10 ) 
iv) From the pha.田 identifica.tionof the sudden cha.nge of tempera.ture 
of the a.ir la.yer a.t every height we recognize the insta.nta.neous a.nd loca.l 
la.pse ra.te la.rger tha.n the mea.n va.lues a.bove mentioned. Although it is true 
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concerning eddy transfer in the individual circumstance， the explanation is 
fsr from sstisfactory as it shows sn extremely complex charscter. lndeed 
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in the daytime， vigorous heat hazes are seen and these suggest the existence 
of the mixing process of Up and down of small air masses. 
v) This study is a test observation of the writer who attempted to 
search the microclimatic characteristic自 oversnow surface and inspite the 
explanation is fJlr from satisfac加ryit may serve as a reference for students 
interested in these problems. 
II. ON A LAKE SURFACE IN MAY 
A. Description of the Surveys 
Date : 10 - 11 May， 1943 
Place: Near Otsu Biological Laboratory， Kyoto Univer8ity， in Otsu city， 
Lake Biwa， Shiga Prefecture. (cf. Fig. 8) 
Lake BIWA 
Observ8tion Point 
Laae Biol. Lab. 
- Kyoto Univ. 
Fig. 8. Map showing the observation point， 
rnarked by x. Lake Biwa， Shiga Prefecture. 
Observed elements : 
Air temperatures by thermo-
junction; 
(150， 100， 50， 20 and 5 cm 
height above water surface) 
Wind velocity by a hot-wire 
anemometer ; 
(50 cm height) 
Solar radiation by a Gorczin-
sky's solarimetel' 
一-These are l'El(沿rdedby B 
type Takasu's recorder. 
B. Microclimatic Characteristics 
i) 30 min m伺 nstates are shown in Table 4， and Fig. 9. The vertical 
distribution of temperature during the daytim.e (5， 6， 7 and 8) proves a 
巴onvexcurve having maximum temperature at 50巴mheight. In the eve-
ning and early morning (1 and 2) (the night observation failed) it shows the 
concave curve， contrary 加 thedaytime curve， with minimum tempera卸reat 
100 cm. It shows isothermal form at the time of morning calm. 
i) Every 10 min records selected from the following cases are shown 
in Plate 3. 
a) In thβevening when land-breeze prevailed， 
b) In the early morning when land-breeze prevailed， 
c) Transitional duration with isothermal vertical distribution， 
d) In irregular wind in daytime， 
e， f) A t he time of relatively ωnstant sea-breeze in the daytime. 
Various differenees are seen and the explanation is omitted as is evident 
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TABLE 4 
30 min mean states on the lake surface 
Wind 801. 
No. Date Height (cm) 150 1ω50 20 
'U "u， Cloud. 




























Temp. 13.90 13.40 13.50 14.90 0.4 NW 
Range O.川 0.9 1.1 1.0 
T. 10.5 10.1 10.6 11.0 
R. 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.7 SW 
T. 12.0 12.1 12.3 12.4 
R. 0.8 1.4 1.3 1.1 0.7‘ W 
T. 13.6 14.0 13.8 13.9 
R. 1.2 1.8 1.7 1.2 0.5 SW 
T町 15.2 15.9 15.4 15.6 
R. 1.5 1.9 2.7 1.4 0.7 * 
T. 15.5 16.9 16.5 15.8 
R. 0.9 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.5 NE 
T. 17.4 19.1 18.8 
R. 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.8 ENE 
T. 17.8 19.1 19.1 
R. 0.5 0.8 0.6 2.3 ENE 
Remarks; NW， SW， W: land.breeze 
NE， ENE: sea. breeze 
* irregular wind 
z 3 41 
JO"，同ea"Scate
1 18h4S"， NW 
Z SkOSm SW 
3 6hl6.. W 
4 7h51皿 SW
5 9h.IS.. -
6 IOhZ1"， NE 
7 13h.4S"， EN E 









(w : water temperature) 
Fig. 9. Vertical distributions of 30 min. mean temperature on a 










on the plate itself. Though the vicinity of the wa旬rsurfa巴eis supposed to 
be stabilized due to the cooling effect， there exists a巴onsiderabletemperature 
fluctuation just as over snow surface， which is worth noticing. 
ii) The observation was made at the point not very far off the beach， 
and the effect of advection is likely to appear， hence， itis open to question 
to calculate the coefficient of eddy transfer by the method previously men， 
tioned; assuming the method being valid the巴oefficientis calculated and 
θo shown in Table 5. Actually， the value of ':._v around 50 cm or 100巴m heigh t 
θz 
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9h 35m - 45m 10h 40m - 50m 13h 55m - 14h 05m 
(irregular wind) (NE) (ENE) 
市 Thispart ShOWB the water 
temperature because the 
junction was submerged 
in the ripples. 
Plate 3. The records of temperatures， wind velocity and solar radiation 
on a lake surface， Lake Biwa. (May 10 - 11， 1943.) 
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TABLE 5 
Austausch C関 fficients
5h 05mー 15m，11 May (Wind vel. max. 1.4 m/s SW 0/10) 
Height 。 R 
ZnEz mm 面=訂E KI Ks cm (OC) (OC) 
150 9.9 0.3 0.2X10-2 0.010 183.3 562.5 
50 9.7 0.4 -0.4 " 0.010 46.8 250. 
20 10.0 0.6 -J.17 .， 0.024 3.75 19.2 
5 10.5 0.6 -3.33 .， 0.020 1.32 8.11 
6h 50m - 7h 00皿 (Windvel. max. 1.4 m/目 W 0/10) 
150 11.9 0.5 (0.lX10-η 0.034 
50 11.8 0.9 -0.45 H 0.047 169.7 998 
20 12.1 0.9 -0.84 '" 0.052 54.7 291 
5 12.2 0.7 -0.67 .， 0.053 86.5 273 
9h 20m - 30m (Wind vel. max. 1.4皿/oirl'egular 0/10) 
150 15.1 0.9 0.6X10-2 0.085 157.5 562.5 
50 15.7 1.0 -0.54 '" 0.082 191.2 874. 
20 15.2 1.0 (0.17)。 0.135 
5 15.5 0.9 -2.0 H 0.045 7.50 50.6 
10h 41m - 51m (Wind vel. max. 1.8 m/. NE 0/10) 
160 15.6 0.5 -1.4X10-2 0.017 5.8 31.9 
50 17.0 1.0 (0.14)。 0.025 
20 16.5 0.7 3.50 H 0.051 2.8 10.0 
5 15.7 0.6 5.33 H 0.025 0.59 3.2 
13h 55m - 14h 05m (Wind vel. max. 2.4 m/o ENE 0/10) 
150 17.4 0.5 -1.7X10-2 0.012 2.77 21.6 
50 19.1 0.7 (-0.35) H 0.013 
20 18.8 0.5 1.0 H 0.014 9.34 62.5 
巴omesclose句 zeroas mentioned in (i)， then R or (S-S)2 ought to be a1so to 
zero， whi巴h，however， isnot the case in a巴tua1state. This contradiction 
proves that the other pro巴essesbesides eddy transfer are in e玄ist，but further 
discussion may be refrained at this point. 
IV. ON A PLAIN IN WINTER 
A. Description of the Surveys 
Date : Dec. 5 -9th， 1942 
Place: P1ain at the foot of Mt. Akagi， Gumma Prefecture. (cf. Fig. 10) 
Observed e1ements : 
Air temperatur田 bythermojunetions ; 
500， 200， 100， 50， 20 and 5 cm a加vethe ground. 
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Fig. 10. Map showing the observation point， 
marked by X. Plain at the foot of Mt Akagi， 
Gumma Prefecture. 
Wind velocities by hot.wire 
anemometers ; 
200 and 50 cm above the 
ground， 
Solar radia tion by Gorczin・
sky's solarimeter ; 
- These elements are re-
corded on 2 sets of the 
Takasu's recorders. 
Wind direction observed by 
small type wind direction 
recorder. 
B. Microclimatic Characteristic自
i) Earlνafterno側(12- 15 h): Generally during this dutation valley 
wind is blowing. Plate 4 is a reproduction of the record of 12 h 20 m -
13h 40m， 7th day， and 60 m and 30 m mean states are shown in Fig. 11 
and Table 6. From this plate 
we see that the temperature 
fluctuation decreases when the 
solar radiation becomes weak. 
Comparing the mean state un-
der strong solar radiation with 
those under weak condition， we 
can find tha t a typical “Ein-
strahlungs-" type is developed 
remarkably in the layer below 
1 m height heated by strong 
solar radiation. 
This “Einstrahlung百・"type
appears also at 12 h on the next 
day， 8th， under strong solar 
radiation， but at 14 h when the 
solar radiation weakend with 
overcast sky the temperature-height curve b民om伺 almostisothermal form 
with a brake in the layer below 1 m height indicating characteristics of the 
plant-climate. 
Though the amplitude of the temperature fluctuation differs considera-









Fig. 11. Mean states of the temperature 
distribution in early afternoon on a plain. 
(Dec. 7 and 8， Mt. Akagi) 
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Records of air temperatures， wind velocities !¥nd solar radiation on a 
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TABLE 6 
30 min mean state (N， 3/10 Cu) 
Height 12h 20m - 49m 12h 50m - 13h 19m 
cm Mean Range Mean Range 
500 3.860C 1.820C 3.110C 0.360C 
200 4.30 1.98 3.13 0.35 
100 4.63 2.28 2.92 0.29 
Temp. 50 5.49 2.02 3.33 0.39 
20 6.74 2.35 3.67 0.39 
5 7.78 2.69 3.79 0.31 
Wind vel. 200 3.28 m/s 3.58 2.46 m/s 2.63 
50 2.08 2.96 2.62 3.72 
Sol. rad 1. 3 gcal/cm2 min 0.3 gcal/cm2 min 
K. are almost the same indicating no great difference in the state of eddies. 
That is to say the apparent amplitude may be governed by temperature 
lapse. Table 7 indicates that the vlues of Kl and K. are in the same order 
and， under 50 cm， }hey加thdecrea目econsiderably proving the existence of 
protective zone due to surface vegetation. 
TABLE 7. 
Austausch c慣行icients
12h 20m - 29m， 7 Dec. (Sol. rad. max. 1. 3 gcal/cm2 m) 
Heigbt 岬 R a骨 (8二百)2 Kl Kおcm (OC) (OC) θz 
500 3.7 1.0 -0.1 X 10-2 0.214 14146 25000 
2∞ 4.0 1.0 -0.60 砂 0.240 438 694 
1∞ 5.1 1.4 -0.65 " 0.340 530 1150 
50 5.2 1.0 -2.27 " 0.327 42 48.7 
20 6.5 1.1 -5.52 グ 0.366 8 9.93 
5 7.5 1.6 -6.70 " 0.594 9 14.1 
13h 10mー 19m.倒。1.rad. 0.25 gcal/cm2m) 
500 3.0 0.5 0.0 X 10-2 0.004 
200 3.0 0.6 0.05 グ 0.011 2816 36000 
1∞ 2.9 0.9 -0.05 グ O.∞8 2110 81200 
50 3.0 0.2 -0.27 " 0.006 57 143 
20 3.1 0.6 -0.83 " 0.006 5 131 
5 3.3 0.8 -1.33 グ 0.016 6 90.4 
13h 30m - 39m (Sol. rad. max. 1.1 gcal/cm2m) 
5∞ 3.6 0.4 -0.23xl0-2 0.138 1566 756 
200 4.3 0.7 0.09 " 0.352 29025 16900 
100 3.9 1.1 -1.1 " 0.340 168 249 
50 5.2 1.1 -1. 95 " 0.461 72.5 79.3 
20 5.6 1.0 -3.0 " 0.786 53 27.8 
5 6.3 1.3 -4.7 " 1.232 33.2 19.1 
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i) Lαteαft俳句00旬(15- 18 h): The time shortly before and after sun-
set， wind changing from valley (NNW) to mountain (SE). This change in 
wind direction appeared at 16h 40m on 7th day; Plate 5 shows the record 
of this transitional intervals， indicating rather strong temperature fluctua-
tion during the wind changing its direction followed by less， though not too 
remarkable，自uctuationwhen the mountain direction was assumed decidedly. 
The vertical distribution. of temperature before and after the change of 
wind， shows tha t cooling on the groun.d surface already takes place after 
16 h and a weak “Ausstrahlungs-" type is in progressヲ andthe cooling pro-














Fig. 12. The vertical distribution of temperature before and after the 
change of wind at 16h 40m on a plain. (Dec. 7， Mt. Akagi) 
brake appears in the layer of under 1 m height. Judging only from this 
point of view， the brake may be caused by penetration of the mountain wind 
through the surface vegetation. The differences between K! and K. due to 
valley an.d mountain wind are indicated in the Table 8. In this case， though 
the grade of eddies is shown greater in the mountain wind， itmay not be 
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Plate 5. Record of air temperatures and wind velocities on a plain， Mt. Akagi. 
(lGh 20m - 17 10m， Dec. 7， 1942.) 
• 
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TABLE 8 
Austausch c田 fficients



















0.1 0.59 " 
0.3 0.75 " 
0.4 1.45 " 
0.5 6.8 " 
0.7 11.3 " 
0.2 0.37x10-2 
0.6 1.25 " 
0.6 1.5 " 
0.7 3.35 " 
0.6 6.85 " 
0.6 8.0 " 
51" "，'6，属。
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Fig. 13. Mean states of temperature distribution in late afternoon on a pl・in.
(Dee. 5， 6， 7， 8 and 9， Mt. Akagi) 
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巴orre巴tto derive the巴onclusiononly from this because when the record in 
the valley wind is.taken，the wind veloeity isweak being immediate before 
shifting the direction. 
1n Fig. ] 3 60 min mean sta旬sin this period are compared， different 
types are apparent. That. is， at 16 h， 5 th da.y very wea.k “A usstra.hl ungs-" 
type; 15 h， 6 th isothermal; 15 h， 7 th very wea.k “Einstra.hlungs-" type ; 
15 h， 8 th“Ausstra.hlungs-" type; 16 h， 9 th a brake under 1 m height 
with the ma.ximum temperature a.t 50 cm are shown. 
• 
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ii) Evening (18 k -21 k): Only one e玄ampleis available at present. 
The mean state and calculated values of K! and K. from the record of 7 th， 
when the weak mountain wind blowing， are shown in Table 9 and 10. A 




































Austausch c慣行icients: 18h 5仇n- 59m， 7， Dec. 
骨 R θ岬 (8-8)2 KI (OC) (OC) 百E
-0.2 0.5 0.3 X 10-1 0.272 1613 
-1.1 1.7 1. 75 .， 1.911 333 
-4.3 1.8 2.8 .， 2.591 177 
-5.6 0.6 3.2 .， 0.158 8 
-6.7 0.3 4.0 " 0.129 4 








it is significant that the value of K， and K. become自verysmall under 50 cm 
height. 
初) Nigkt (21 - 5 k): Table 11， indicating the mean state， and the 
vertical temperature distribution prov伺 aweak “Au闘trahlungs-"type of 
almost isothermal 8tate. (In both e玄amples，the mountain wind did not blow 
noticeably during the observed interval.) The value of KI and ι， shown in 
Table 12， indieates that in general K， isslightly larger than K.. At Oh 25 
m of 8 th day， the wind ehanged again from W to E， that is from valley 
θo tomountain wind，BO the values are then eompared-(As 3Z iB small，the 
result might not恥 soaecurate as desired.) 
り) Earlνmot叫 ng(5ー 10k): 60 min mean state proves “Ausstrah-
lungs-" type at 5 h and it beeomes almost isothermal type at 7 h.(The latter 
is the mean state of the transitional 8tage at the time of sunrise and of 
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TABLE 11. 










































w-→ SE Irregular， Wind dir. 
Cc 5/10ー →1/10、.，.-~ 7/10 Cc 
TABLE 12. 
Austausch coefficients 

























































































































changing wind direction.) (cf. Fig. 14) 
As at 8h 05m， 8 th day， the val1ey wind becom伺 prevailing80 the cha. 
racteristic80f before and after the wind change are compared (Table 18). 
The values of KI and K. in the early morning are indicated in the Table 14. 
vi)豆町ning(10 -12 h): Fig. 15 shows the 60 min mean 8tates of 
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Fig. 14. Mean stotes of temperature distribution in early 
morning on a plain. (Dec. 7 and 8， Mt. Akagi) 
TABLE 13 
Austausch coefficients 
7h 20m - 29m， 8 Dec. (SE Mountoin wind) 
Height 。 R 
308 Z (8一面)2 K. cm (OC) (OC) 
500 -3.1 0.6 0.38X10-2 0.614 2620 
100 -4.6 0.8 0.69 q 1.040 1314 
50 -5.1 0.4 0.84. .， 0.749 644 
20 -5.3 0.3 2.67 .， 0.7ω 67 
5 -6.0 0.2 4.67 伊 0.838 23 
8h 20m - 29m. (NE Valley wind) 
5∞ -1.2 0.2 -0.2 X 10-2 0.563 9284 
100 -0.4 0.4 -0.5 .， 0.176 466 
50 0.0 0.4 -0.74 '- 0.260 317 
20 0.2 0.2 -3.99 '- 0.302 13 
5 1.3 0.4 -7.3 ， 0.290 4 
TABLE 14 
Austausch coefficients 
5h 30m - 39m. 8 Dec. (Calm 3/10 Cu) 
Height 自 R @a骨z (8一面)2 K， cm (OC) (OC) 
500 -2.1 0.1 0.03x10-2 0.030 22545 
200 -2.2 0.3 1.02 グ 0.042 33 
100 -4.2 0.6 1.4 '- 0.133 55 
50 -4.6 0.5 2.07 伊 0.052 10 
20 -5.6 0.4 5.34 .， 0.386 11 
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6h 20m - 29m. 
63 
500 -3.9 0.5 0.17X10-2 0.599 
2∞ -4.4 0.7 0.58 ~，> 0.855 
100 -6.4 1.0 0.60 ~ 0.879 
50 -11.5 0.8 1.6 ~，> 0.385 
20 -6.4 0.7 4.84 ~ 0.392 

















6 th and 7 th day. Both indicate 
“Einstrahlungs-" type， in the 
latter date developing a layer of 
isothermal state between 1 m -
50 cm the values K， and K. are 
shown in Table 15. 
Fig. 15. Mean stateo of temperature 
distribution in the morning on a plain. 




10h 30m - 39m， 7 Dec. (N， 3/10α。
Height 白 R 
伊8z (1-8)2 Kl K網em (OC) (OC) 
ωo 2.9 0.7 -0.53張。4 0.139 327 430 
2∞ 4.5 0.9 -0.42 ~ 0.269 1061 12∞ 
1ω 4.8 1.0 ー0.35 伊 0.337 1830 2080 
50 5.0 0.9 -1.87 ~，> 0.203 38.6 58 
20 6.6 0.7 -5.67 ~，> 0.274 5.68 3.82 
5 7.8 1.0 -8.0 ~，> 0.326 3.40 3.90 
l1h 10m - 19m. 
5ω 3.1 0.5 -0.53X10-t 0.092 194 215 
200 4.7 0.9 -0.57 ~ 0.158 294 627 
100 5.3 0.9 -0.3 。 0.234 1562 2230 
50 5.3 0.9 -2.0 ~，> 0.310 46.4 50.2 
20 6.5 0.8 -8.0 ~，> 0.508 4.8 2.5 
5 8.3 0.9 -12.0 " 0.265 1.10 1.39 
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C. Summary 
Thoug h the difIerence in the wind structure and the v~rtical distribu-
tion of temperatures due to valley and mountain wind on the plain are exa・
mined， the e玄pectationthat the Austausch may be considerably smaller 
when the mountain wind should prevail could not be proved. Neverthel倒 s，
the character of the daily change in the temperature of the attaching layer 
to the ground surface on the plain when the valley or mountain wind pre-
vails is e玄plainedto some e玄tent.
V. OVER A SEA-S1DE DUNE IN SUMMER 
Date : August 3 - 4， 1943 
Place: Karo， Tottori city. (cf. Fig. 16) 
Fig. 16. Map舶wingthe observation point， 
marked by X. Karo制dune，Totori eity. 







Fil!'. 17. Distribution of the 
observation point8 at the be8cb. • _".
Karo-dune， Totori eity. 
i) In daytime， asa rule， sea breeze is prevailed over a sea side dune. 
Relatively cool sea-breeze would be warmed up gradually from lower layer 
by the heated sand surface. This phenomena巴anbe regarded as a typical 
case of heat transfer by Austausch and advection， hence， following 0加er・ .• 
vations were made to obtain the facts which should become the basis of ; 
theoretical treatment of the study. 
i) Four observation points (A， B， C， D) were settled as indicated in t'l 
Fig. 17， and at every point the air temperatures of 150， 50， 20 and 5 cm .，: 
height by Assmann's psychrometer， sand temperatures of 0， 5， 10 cm under- " 
ground by thermometers were read in every one hour through day time_ ~':::‘ 
Wind velocity measurement by smaU size Robinson's anemometers were at・1
tempted， but owing to the disorder of the recorders the results was unfor--
tunately inconsistent. 
iii) Five observation values of during 11 h to 15 h Aug. 3， when the 
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weather was clear， are shown in Table 16 and Fig. 18. From these results， 
the加mperaturerise in the point A is seen only under the height of 20 cm 
and the higher layer remains in isothermal state of about 280C， hence the 
sea.breeze w8.s in isothermal state of ca. 28"C before it reached the b伺 ch.
In the point B， temperatures at every height. were read 2-4'C higher than 
TABLE 16 













































































































1~一一公 55- 面c35. --40 一~45. 50. 
Fig. 18. Mean states of tcmperature diotribution of daytime on the 
田島oidedune， Karo. (Mean of the five oboervation values during llh 
ω15h， Aug. 3. Weather: Clear， Wind direc. NNE-Sea breeze) 
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in point A. The wind velocity was about 2m/s at the time， and as the dis-
tance between place A and pla巴eB wa自 about50 m， the巴urrentair tempe-
rature was raised by about 20C at 150 cm height in 25 sec. However， a 
regular increase in temperature following B→C→D巴ouldnot be 0 bserved. 
The irregularity might have been caused by the locality of sand-surface 
temperature though a definite proof is stilllacking. Hence the nature of ad-
vection could not be deduced from these observed values. 
B. Observation II 
i) Sand-dune is a place under extremely severe environments， and its 
summer state is of special interest. At the points of B and C， the air tem-
perature of 150， 50， 20， 5 and 0 cm height by thermojunctions and wind 
velocity of 50 cm height by hot-wire anemometer， and solar energy by Gor-
czinsky's solarimeter were recorded by 2 sets of Takasu's recorder， and the 
nature of these elements were studied. 
i} As small s巴ale巴onvectionprevails over the heated surfaee of sand， 
the temperature fluctuation is remarkable (巴f.Pla te 2.B.). Then in these cases 
it is a question whether the value of the Assmann's psychrome旬rindicates 
the precise mean state of the temperature. Table 17 shows the 30 min mean 
value <，bserved by author's method previously mentioned. The table indica-
tes that the differences between B and C are not remarkable in the vertical 
distributions of temperatures， but the ranges (R) are generally great at the 
point C; this may be understood that relatively small eddies in the sea 
breeze are increasing from the lower layers while blowing over hot sand 
surface. 
ii) The resul ts of the巴aseswhen land breeze prevailed at night and in 
the early morning， are indicated in Table 18. At night the vertical distri-
bution is isothermal type not showing usual Au呂田trahlungs-type，and the 
range is remarkably small. 1n the morning， air being heated from below 
almost directly after sunrise， ittakes a weak Einstrahlungs-type and the 
range is more or less larger. But the fact that the ranges at point B are 
generally greater than at point C， isnatural consequen巴eowing to the re-
versed wind direction. 
iv) However it may be open to question to calculate the巴oefi巴ientof. 
Austaus巴hfrom these values when there exists advection， tbe巴oe飽巴ientsare 
cal巴ulatedand shown in Table 19 and 20. It may be due to the large tempe-
rature lapse that the value of Kz or K. seems not so big， though the fluctua-
tion of temperature in daytime is rather great. Also as K. is greater than 
K" small scale eddies must be effe巴tivefor beat transfer. Even in the night， 
K. is greater than Kz， and such tendency appears stronger in the layer ad-
θo jacent to ground. This may be caused by small一 ratherthan slight fluc・。z
tuation.、
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TABLE 17 
30 min m回 nstate (Sea.breeze) 
12h∞m -30m， 3 Aug. (NNW 1.8 m/o) 
FBM B Point C 
" (OC) ir{噂 事1・C) B (DC) ， 
150 28.96 3.∞ 29.41 5.21 
50 30.37 7.71 初 .37 7.47 
20 31.89 6.83 31.84 7.17 
5 35.66 6.26 35.冊 8.61 。 55.71 0.67 
801. rad. 1.9句。叫. 0.01 
14h∞m -30m， (NNW 2.0m/圃)
150 28.97 2.97 28.95 4.58 
50 29.70 5.82 29.89 5.59 
20 31.21 6.14 31.84 4.63 
5 33.76 4.92 32.76 5.68 。 47.14 1.18 
801. rad. O.85geal. 0.12 
16h∞m -30m， (NE 2.7m/・)
150 28.97 2.45 28.61 3.52 
50 29.38 3.25 29.89 4.09 
20 31.ω 3.24 32.37 
5 38.21 3.03 。 44.05 8.47 
801. rad. 0.97g也a1. 0.08 
13h∞m -30m， 4 Aug. (NE 1.6m/・)
150 27.21 1.34 27.17 2.34 
50 29.41 1.20 27.16 2.34 
20 28.33 8.08 28.86 2.97 
5 29.68 2.82 29.61 3.49 。 39.92 0.70 
801. rad. O.44gea1. 0.01 
15h∞m一切m，(NNE 1. 7 m/.) 
150 27.66 0.81 26.87 1.04 
50 27.61 0.45 28.50 1.14 
20 26.80 2.49 28.05 1.42 
5 28.19 1.33 28.33 1. 77 。 33.08 0.37 
801. rad. 
In either case it is obvious that the heat is transpor旬dfrom lower to 
upper layer， but the mechanism of transfer is yet旬 beknown and a hasty 
conclu8ion must be avoided. It need8 the quick rolling drum to deal with the 
smaller fiuctuations. 
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TABLE 19 
Austausch c僧 fficients
14h 25m - 35m， 3 Aug. (NNE 3.5m/s) 
Height 。 R θ。帽z (・一面)2 Kl K. cm (OC) (OC) 
150 28.8 1.3 - 1.3X10-2 0.219 94.8 250 
50 30.1 1.7 -3.3 " 0.593 29.6 65.4 
20 31. 7 1.4 -11.3 " 1.214 6.97 3.83 
5 34.3 1.3 . -17.3 " 0.774 1.90 1.42 
14h 40m - 50m (NE 3.2m/s) 
150 28.4 1.0 -0.7x10-2 0.144 196 512 
50 29.1 1.4 -2.35 0.385 46.4 89.0 
20 30.3 1.1 -9.0 0.498 4.11 3.73 
5 32.4 1.1 -14.0 0.242 0.83 1.54 
15h 35m - 4500， (NE 2.8m/s) 
150 29.3 1.2 - 1.6x10-2 0.342 89.3 141 
50 30.9 2.3 -3.8 " 0.695 32.2 91.6 
20 32.7 3.2 -31.0 " 0.744 0.516 2.65 
5 41.1 1.2 -56.0 " 0.115 0.024 0.115 
16h 05m - m， (NE 2. 2m/s) 
150 28.7 1.1 - 1.1><10-2 0.162 89.3 250 
50 29.8 1.7 -2.72 " 0.573 51.8 98.5 
20 31.1 2.1 -25.8 " 0.322 0.322 1.65 
5 38.2 1.2 -47.3 " 0.213 0.064 0.161 
12h 50mー 13h∞m，4 Aug. (NNE ENE 1.4m/a) 
150 27.4 0.9 -2.1x10-2 0.071 9.62 45.9 
50 29.5 0.8 0.028 
20 28.5 1.7 -4.3 " 0.172 5.46 38.5 
5 30.3 1.2 -12.0 " 0.134 0.556 2.5 
13h 40m - 50m， (NNE 1.5m/s) 
150 27.1 0.4 -2.3X10-2 0.060 6.76 7.57 
50 29.4 0.6 0.022 
20 27.8 1.1 - 1.7 " 0.218 47.0 109 
5 29.1 1.4 -8.7 " 0.068 0.544 6.53 
14h 45m - 55m， (NNE 1.5m/s) 
150 25.1 0.4 -2.4x10-2 0.014 1.62 6.94 
50 27.5 0.3 -0.54 " 0.008 18.6 78.7 
20 27.1 1.1 -3.34 " 0.161 9.65 27.2 
5 28.3 0.7 -8.0 " 0.051 0.536 1.91 
15h 20m - 30m， (NNE 1. 6m/s) 
150 25.7 0.4 - 1.9x10-2 0.054 10.0 11.1 
50 27.6 0.2 -0.62 " O.∞7 12.4 26.4 
20 27.4 0.7 -2.67 " 0.150 14.1 17.6 
5 28.3 0.7 -6.0 " 0.028 0.513 3.47 
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TABLE 18 
30 min mean state (Land.breeze) 
2h 20m - 50m， 4 Aug. (SSE 1.9m/s) 
Point B 
岬。c R 00 帽。C
150 23.96 0.07 23.14 
50 23.43 0.11 23.19 
20 22.67 0.13 23.52 
5 23.57 0.08 23.24 。 22.48 
7h 10m - 40m， (SSE 3.3m/s) 
150 25.13 0.80 23.93 
50 25.70 1.48 25.19 
20 26.41 1.53 25.32 
6 26.70 1.20 25.85 。 28.36 
Sol. rad. 0.52gcal 0.02 
TABLE 20 
Austausch coefficients 
7h 10m - 20m， 4 Aug. (SSE 3. Om/s) 
Height 自 R θH z (8一面)2cm (OC) (OC) 
150 24.8 0.3 -0.4x10-2 0.028 
50 25.2 0.5 - 1.04 ゲ 0.077 
20 25.7 0.4 - 1.50 ~~ 0.098 
5 25.9 0.3 - 1.33 ~~ 0.058 
7h 50m - 8h OOm， (SSE 3.0m/s) 
150 25.6 0.5 -0.6x10-2 0.038 
50 26.2 0.9 - 1.8 ，~ 0.075 
20 27.1 0.9 - 2.17 グ 0.068 
5 27.3 0.8 - 1.33 ~~ 0、052
10h 50mー 11hOOm， (SSE 1.8m/s) 
150 29.5 0.5 -0.3x10-2 0.114 
50 29.8 2.4 -2.15 h 0.394 
20 31.0 2.5 - 7.35 '" 0.554 



























VI. REPORT ON MICROCLlMA TIC OBSERV ATION OF TOT AL 
ECLlPSE OF THE SUN ON SEPT. 21， 194-1， AT FORMOSA 
The treatise is the report of the microclimatic observation at the time 
of total Eclipse of sun at Formosa on Sept. 21， 1941， to investigate the 
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Before the Eclipse 
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Plate 6. Records of air ternperatures and solar radiation at the tirne of 
total eclipse of the sun on Sept. 21， 1941， at Ohtei， Forrnosa. (Record A) 
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巴hangeof temperature 1n the air layer touching to the ground surface sC-
companied by the total Eclipse. For the observation point， Ohtei， 40 km east 





Fig. 19. Map showing the ob・ervation
point. Ohtei， Formo・a.
at 13h 45m and duration was 
ca. 110 sec. 
Observed elements were as 
follows; air temperatures of 
10 cm and 2 cm height by ther・
mojunctiQns and solar energy by 
Gorczinsky's solarimeter were 
observed and recorded on a Ta-
kasu's recorder (Record A)， and 
S8nd temperatur回 of0 cm and 
2 cm underground by thermo-
junctions and wind vel∞ityat 
10 cm height by hot-wire ane-
mometer were recorded on the another re巴order(Record B). Plate 6 is the 
reproduction of the A-record thus obtained. 
This is the time of a day when maximum temperature is U8ually attained 
in the adjacent layer to the ground surface under ordinary weather. Unfor-
tunately， in this particular day the sky was overcast in the forenoon (10h : 
10/10 Sc， 12h: 10/10 ACu， 13h: 9/10 Ci， 14h: 8/10 Cc， A巴u，Cu) with 
no dire巴tsunshine， and only in the afternoon巴loudpartly broken， hence， the 
efIect of Eclipse was not shown to fullest extent. Be the matter as it may 
Plate 6 indicates clearly that the temperature went down and the fluctuation 
加camestrikingly less towards Eclipse. Every 5 min mean over the whole 
records are shown in Table 21 and the temperature and humidity of 150 cm 
and 10 cm height by Assmann's psychrometer and the自andtemperature of 0 
and 2 cm underground by thermometer and wind velocity by hand-anemo-
meter at 10 cm height were observed and the results were indicated in Table 
22. 
The phase lags of the minimum temperature司werefound from the ob-
servations and illustrated diagramatically a8 follows. 
~~ ~~ ~~~ 1~~ 
Total _ Susface _ 2 cm _ 10 cm _ 150 cm 





In this report only the data are presented， and the discus8ion will be 
gi ven in due course. 
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TABLE 21 
Every 5 min mean values over the observation 
Record A Record B 
Time 
&1. P“- Air temp. (00) Band temp. (00) Wind vel. (m/a) (gcal/cm2 min) lOcm 2cm Ocm 2cm 10em 
9h 30m- 0.7 33.80 29.4。 33.00 28.50 0.6 
35 0.7 29.1 29.9 33.6 28.8 0.6 
ω 1.0 30.0 鈎 .6 35.5 29.2 0.6 
45 ー 0.7 29.5 30.3 34.8 29.6 0.7 
50 ー 0.7 29.4 30.2 34.9 30.0 0.6 
55 ー 0.8 29.9 30.7 35.8 30.2 0.3 
10h∞mー 0.7 29.9 30.5 35.5 30.5 0.4 
5 0.6 29.6 30.4 35.4 30.7 0.3 
10 0.6 29.5 30.1 35.1 30.8 0.3 
15 ー 0.6 29.6 30.2 35.0 31.0 0.2 
20 - 0.6 29.4 30.1 35.0 31.1 0.4 
25 ー 0.6 29.5 30.1 35.1 31.2 0.4 
l1h 10m- 0.8 30.6 31. 7 
15 0.7 30.8 31. 7 
20 0.6 30.8 31.8 
25 0.7 31.0 31.8 
ω 0.7 30.9 31.9 
35 0.8 31.2 32.1 
40 0.9 31.3 32.3 
45 0.6 30.8 31.8 
50 0.5 30.3 31.2 
55 0.8 30.6 31.6 
12hωmー 1.0 31.4 S畠.6
05 1.1 32.1 33.2 
10 ー 1.2 32.6 33.8 
16 ー 0.8 31. 7 32.8 
20 ー 0.9 31.5 32.6 
12h 38m- 0.6 31.1 32.4 
43 ー 0.5 30.7 36.6 
48 - 0.9 30.9 32.1 
13h 06m一 0.9 30.4 31.7 39.8 38.5 0.6 
11 0.9 30.4 31.4 39.7 38.3 Q.5 
16 0.5 29.6 30.4 36.9 38.0 0.6 
21 0.4 28.7 29.3 35.5 37.3 0.4 
26 0.5 28.7 29.3 35.3 36.6 0.3 
31 0.3 28.0 28.6 33.5 36.0 0.4 
36 0.1 27.3 27.9 31.8 35.2 0.3 
41 0.0 26.8 26.9 30.3 34.4 0.2 
*46 0.0 26.3 26.5 29.8 33.7 0.1 
51 0.1 26.2 26.5 29.8 33.0 0.1 
56 0.1 26.3 26.6 30.0 32.5 0.2 
14h 01tnー 0.2 26.7 27.1 30.8 32.1 O.S 
06 _. 0.4 27.4 28.3 32.2 32.0 0.3 
11 ー 0.4 27.9 28.3 32.9 32.1 0.4 
16 ー 0.4 27.9 28.4 33.2 32.2 0.3 
14h 34m一 0.7 29.8 30.8 36.1 32.9 0.6 
39 1.2 31.8 32.6 40.0 33.3 0.3 
44 1.2 32.1 33.1 43.2 34.0 0.6 
49 ー 1.0 32.1 33.1 43.3 35.1 0.6 
54 - 0.8 31.6 32.6 41.9 35.7 0.8 
59 ー 。‘9 31.8 32.6 42.6 36.1 0.4 
15h 04mー 1.0 31.8 32.7 42.3 36.2 0.6 
09 1.1 31.9 33.1 42.9 36.4 0.5 
14 0.9 31. 7 32.7 42.3 36.8 0.4 
19 0.8 31.3 32.4 41.6 37.1 0.6 
24 0.9 31. 7 32.8 41.9 37.1 0.7 
29 0.8 31. 7 32.7 41.5 37.3 0.6 
事.Totaleclipse began at 13h 45m 
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TABLE 22. 
a) Air temperature and humidity by Assmann's psychrometer 
Time 150 cm 10 cm 動.， ，f" tI.m ~ 。't7 wot 1l.J'4 ~ 
llhωm 28.8。 24.7。 21.3 72 
30 28.6 23.4 19.0 65 29.20 23.90 19.6 64 
12h∞m 27.2 23.8 20.4 75 29.8 24.2 19.8 63 
20 28.8 24.0 20.0 67 30.2 24.4 20.0 62 
40 28.6 24.0 20.1 68 29.4 23.9 19.5 63 
13h OOm 29.4 25.4 22.3 73 30.2 23.7 18.7 58 
20 28.0 24.0 20.4 72 27.8 23.0 18.7 67 
30 27.0 23.4 19.8 74 26.3 22.0 17.7 69 
40 26.8 21.9 17.3 65 26.3 22.4 18.4 72 
50 26.2 22.4 18.4 72 
14h OOm 25.9 23.9 21.2 邸 25.1 23.4 20.4 回
20 27.0 23.9 20.0 77 27.9 24.2 20.8 74 
40 28.8 25.8 23.4 79 30.0 24.2 19.7 62 
15h∞m 29.4 25.6 22.7 74 30.2 24.0 19.3 60 
30 28.8 24.0 20.0 67 30.5 25.6 22.2 68 
一一
b) Sand temperature by thermometer 
Ocm 2cm Ocm 2cm 
llh伺 m 13h 20m 40.5 35.5 
15 42.0 32.5 30 37.5 34.5 
30 42.0 32.8 40 34.0 33.5 
45 43.5 33.5 50 31.1 33.0 
12h∞m 42.5 33.8 14h OOm 32.0 32.0 
10 46.1 34.1 10 33.8 31.8 
20 46.7 35.0 20 44.0 31.1 
30 45.9 35.4 30 45.8 31.1 
40 44.3 35.4 40 38.5 32.3 
50 42.9 35.2 15h∞m 44.5 33.3 
13h伺 m 46.5 35.5 15 46.5 35.5 
10 43.9 36.2 30 45.3 36.0 
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